Items For Sale
3 Peg Perego Triple Seat Strollers

$200.00 each

Wooden changing table

$50.00

2 Step 2 train tables

$35.00 each

4 acrylic mirrors various sizes

$50.00 each

Children’s Books

10 for $1.00

2 drawer metal filing cabinet

$10.00

5 crib mobiles – various brands

$20.00 each

2 wood changing table with stairs – Steffy Wood

$350.00 each

2 bouncy seats

$20.00 each

Baby Eisenstein Neighborhood Friends Activity Jumper

$40.00

3 Boppi

$10.00 each

Rock and Play

$40.00

Exersaucer

$25.00

Baby Eisenstein Caterpillar and Friends Activity Gym

$30.00

Kick and Play Piano Gym

$15.00

Green infant floor seat

$25.00

Sesame Baby Play Activity Gym

$5.00

(2)Excellerations Soft Baby Bricks and Cakes Blocks

$40.00 /set

1234 Activity Mat

$75.00

Little Tykes Cow Rocker

$30.00

Vinyl Soft blocks

$45.00

Bin of colored cotton balls

$5.00

Anatex Circle of Fun table

$100.00

2 boxes of stampers

$15.00/box

3 bead mazes

$5.00/each

Crate of little people/animals

$20.00

Wooden activity cube with storage

$40.00

3 Fischer price star stackers

$5.00/each

Soft picture blocks

$7.00

Pegs with peg boards

$10.00

Rainbow peg play activity set

$10.00

Snap blocks

$10.00

Animal pegs and pegboards

$10.00

Dominos

$5.00

Mr. Potato Head

$25.00

Yellow, red, blue cube blocks

$5.00

2 boxes dough tools and cutters

$15.00/each

Large box of legos

$50.00

Design builders

$25.00

See through connectors

$10.00

Foam magnets

$15.00

Velcro dot blocks

$10.00

Large lacing beads

$15.00

(2) bristle blocks

$15.00/each

Infant connecting blocks

$5.00

(2) Little Tykes Waffle Blocks

$15.00/each

Interstar Connectors

$20.00

(2)Soft puzzle piece manipulatives

$20.00

People connectors

$15.00

Soft rabbit connectors

$20.00

(5)Duplos

$25.00/each

Giant star builders

$15.00

Pop beads animals/vehicles

$15.00

Pop beads

$20.00

(2) Wooden train set

$15.00/each

(2) Wooden table top blocks

$20.00/each

Lacing letters

$15.00

Small dinosaurs

$10.00

Small animals

$10.00

Flannel board and flannel stories set

$20.00

(2) wiggly giggly balls

$10.00/each

(2) push plunger toys

$4.00/each

Large Little Tykes Waffle Blocks

$40.00

Waffler builders

$25.00

Backpack of instruments

$20.00

Bin of instruments

$10.00

Bowling set

$15.00

Infant toy phones

$5.00

(2) bins of infant various toys

$5.00/each

Block area animals

$5.00

Large Little Tykes trucks

$5.00/each

(3) small and medium cars and trucks

$10.00/each

Large soft criss cross toddler connectors

$25.00

1 bucket of Chubbies Vehicles

$20.00

Pink doll bathtub

$5.00

(6) infant pop up play boxes

$5.00/each

1 5 compartment wooden cubby

$50.00

Puppets

$3.00/each

Plastic toddler dishwasher

$10.00

Fischer Price Bounce and Play Activity Dome

$15.00 – recall?

Children’s Factory Cube Chairs – set of 4

$70.00

4 sided maze activity cube with storage

$40.00

Soft blocks

$20.00

Velcro Flannel Infant Play Board

$10.00

Lot of Craft Foamies

$150.00

(or fill a grocery bag for $5.00)
Primary multi image pentagon

$60.00

(4) boxes of play food and play items

$25.00/box

4 sided soft play cube

$15.00

Dolls

$2.00/each

Play vacuum

$5.00

Play ironing board

$5.00

Fischer Price Laugh and Learn Home

$40.00

(2) bins of sand toys

$10.00/each

(2) boxes of Melissa and Doug’s Large Castle Cardboard Blocks $15.00/each

Humpty Dumpty Storytelling Cube

$10.00

(3)Learning shoe baby plush toys

$4.00/each

Baby soft books

3 for $5.00

Crib Piano

$10.00

Crib Mirror

$5.00

Cradle and Swing

$25.00

Lacing animals

$5.00

Games

$1.00/each

Match the shape manipulative

$7.00

Wooden food blocks

$5.00

Infant Feeding Spoons

$3.00

Fisher Price Perfect Carrier

$10.00

Sparkling Building Bricks

$10.00

Vinyl Crawl Through tunnel

$25.00

Puzzles

$1.00/each

Large knob puzzles

$3.00/each

Floor puzzles

$2.00/each

New puzzles

$5.00/each

Metal toddler puzzle rack

$5.00

4 space wooden puzzle rack

$5.00

New 10 space blue wooden puzzle rack

$15.00

Wooden 10 space puzzle rack

$10.00

Flower match Garden match

$10.00

Foam puzzle piece manipulative

$5.00

Plastic fisher price table with 4 metal chairs

$15.00

8 seat toddler feeding table

$200.00

Little tykes workshop

$10.00

Foam square activity gym

$150.00

(5) 4 shelf metal shelving units

$50.00/each

1 Frigidaire refrigerator

$70.00

(2) oak rectangular tables

$100.00/each

(3) blue computer rolling desks preschool

$85.00/each

Blue rectangular table

$50.00

White/oak 16 compartment cubby

$50.00

(5) rockers

$50.00/each

Rubbermaid 5 drawer rolling cart

$15.00

Various arts and crafts items

$5.00/bin

Paint/glue/craft sand

$15.00/bin

Teacher supplies

$5.00/grocery bag

Teacher resource books

$5.00/each

Office supplies

$5.00/grocery bag

Red Little Tykes double easel

$20.00

(2) Step 2 Grand Kitchen

$50.00/each

(10) blue/metal chairs

$5.00 each

(12) Ivy League series 10 preschool chairs NEW in BOX

$200.00

Oval adult dining table with 4 chairs

$100.00

Dark office furniture -3 bookcases, 2 credenzas, 1 desk,chair

$250.00

4 shelf wooden bookcase

$35.00

POCET infant/toddler assessment (Discount school supply)

$50.00

4 assorted color metal chairs

$5.00/each

Maple finish coffee table

$15.00

(2) 2 drawer metal filing cabinets

$10.00/each

4 shelf metal cabinet

$75.00

(20) large bullentin boards

$15.00/each

